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Segregation of women into low-paying occupations in the United States
Carlos Gradín

UNU-WIDER, 00160 Helsinki, Finland

ABSTRACT
We extend the conventional framework for measuring segregation to consider the stratification of
occupations by gender, i.e. when either women or men are predominantly segregated into low-
paying jobs. We propose the use of the concentration curve to analyse first-order stochastic
dominance, and concentration indices to obtain complete orderings and to quantify the phenom-
enon. With this approach, well-rooted in the literature of economic inequality, we show that the
decline in gender segregation of occupations in the US over time was accompanied by a deeper
and longer reduction in their stratification. The distinctive characteristics of men and women
cannot account for segregation or stratification levels. The profound changes in the composition
of the workforce over time by education or marital status, however, did help to substantially
explain their trends. The level of stratification was farther reduced by gender-biased changes in the
earnings structure, while changes in conditional occupational distributions only contributed to
these declines before 1990.
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I. Introduction

Occupational segregation of workers by gender has
long been a matter of research among social scien-
tists, both empirically and methodologically, at
least since the early literature that emerged in the
1940s. There is a persistent lack of overlap between
the occupations held by men and by women in
many countries, despite the large-scale transforma-
tions the labour markets have been through in the
last decades (e.g. Anker 1998; Anker, Melkas, and
Korten 2003; Bettio and Verashchagina 2009). The
literature has already developed an appropriate
measurement framework (reviewed in Silber
2012) in which segregation can be regarded as
inequality in the distribution of men and women
across occupations. Thus, the segregation curve
(SC), plotting the proportions of workers from
both groups with occupations indexed by their
gender ratio, produces comparisons across time
or space with a high level of robustness upon agree-
ment on only a few reasonable value judgements.
Because this is a partial ordering of distributions,
several well-known inequality measures can be
used to account for the level and trend of segrega-
tion. Two of them can be directly obtained from
the segregation curve: the Gini and Dissimilarity

indices, the latter being the most popular for its
simplicity and intuitive interpretation.

The literature has been less effective so far, how-
ever, in properly integrating the measurement of
stratification of occupations, i.e. where there is
a tendency for one population group (e.g. women,
non-whites) to fill least-valued jobs (because of pay,
required skills, prestige, social benefits, risks, etc.).
This is an important fact because, whenever strati-
fication occurs, we can expect that any potentially
negative effects associated with segregation will be
aggravated. In this context, job segregation has
been pointed out as the main factor explaining
gender wage differentials within countries (e.g.
Groshen 1991; Bayard et al. 2003; Amuedo-
Dorantes and de la Rica 2006; Brynin and Perales
2015), with similar effects on other disadvantaged
groups. In the US – the best-studied case – we
already know that occupational segregation by gen-
der has strongly declined since 1970 (e.g. Blau,
Brummund, and Liu 2013), helping to reduce the
gender pay gap. The slower pace at which segrega-
tion decreased after the 1990s (stalling after the
2000s) helps also to explain some of the slowing
wage convergence (e.g. Blau and Kahn 2006). The
persistence of the pay gap is increasingly associated
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with differentials within occupations (e.g. Goldin
2014), which suggests that the nature of gender
segregation is also changing.

For these reasons, we propose here a natural exten-
sion of the conventional approach for two-group seg-
regation, to include consideration of the quality of
jobs held by each group, which is in line with how
the welfare literature deals with other socioeconomic
inequalities (e.g. in health, education, or taxation).We
aim to measure the extent to which segregation
implies stratification in occupations, with one group
systematically holding less-valued jobs.Wepropose to
use the concentration curve (CC) that plots the cumu-
lative proportion of workers from both groups with
occupations indexed by their quality, here proxied by
average earnings. This produces a partial order (first-
order stochastic dominance) that may be completed
using theDissimilarity andGini concentration indices
derived from that curve. The combined study of the
concentration curve and indices with their segrega-
tion counterparts provides us with a well-integrated
framework within which to analyse not only the
extent of segregation but also its ordinal nature in
a way highly consistent with other branches of well-
being analysis. Using this approach with census data,
we investigate the long-term trends in gender segre-
gation and stratification in the US labour market.

The effects of any type of segregation, but espe-
cially if it implies stratification of groups, are further
aggravated whenever they do not result from differ-
ences in the accumulation of human capital or in
other relevant characteristics that workers of each
group bring to the labour market. This is something
commonly assumed in the analysis of the pay gap
and other labour market outcomes, but rarely so
when it comes to segregation. For this, we use
a counterfactual distribution in which men and
women are compared using the same distribution
of workers’ characteristics (e.g. education, age, etc.),
obtained by reweighting the female (or male) sam-
ple. Using this counterfactual, we analyse the extent
to which segregation or stratification can be
explained by differences in characteristics between
the genders or, alternatively, by differences in the
genders’ conditional occupational distributions. We
also study the role of these factors in explaining the
decline in segregation over time, and, alongside the
occupational earnings structure, in explaining
the trend in stratification too.

The next section summarizes the conventional
framework for measuring segregation, which is
extended in Section 3 to measure stratification by
gender. Section 4 describes the data, Section 5 pre-
sents the empirical analysis, and the last section
makes some concluding remarks.

II. Measuring segregation

Notation and basic definitions

Let us consider a two-group population of N indivi-
duals (i.e. workers) distributed across J > 1 units (i.e.
occupations). In what follows, subscript j ¼
1; . . . ; J refers to the occupation. Superscript i ¼
c; r identifies groups, which we label the comparison
group (i.e. women) and the reference group (i.e.
men), each with Ni workers, nij � 0 in the jth occu-

pation. Occupations are indexed in ascending values
of the gender ratio ρj ¼ nrj=n

c
j , with f i ¼

f i1; . . . f iJ
� �

being the vector of relative frequencies

( f ij ¼ nij=N
i). The corresponding cumulative values

are Fij ¼
Pj

s¼1 f
i
s , which we use to represent the CDF

(cumulative distribution function) as a step-function:
Fi ρð Þ ¼ Fij if ρj � ρ< ρjþ1, for j ¼ 0; . . . ;

J � 1, and Fi ρð Þ ¼ 1 if ρ � ρJ ; with ρ0 ¼ Fi0 ¼ 0.
A numerical measure of segregation S f c; f rð Þ is

a continuous function, with higher values indicat-
ing higher segregation. We follow here what
Massey and Denton (1988) called the evenness
approach to segregation. Occupational gender seg-
regation can be seen as inequality in the distribu-
tion of workers by gender across occupations, i.e.
the extent to which their employment distributions
differ from each other (they work in a different
subset of occupations). Many authors have dis-
cussed the close relationship between inequality
and segregation (e.g. James and Taeuber 1985;
Butler 1987; Hutchens 1991, 2001, 2004; Silber
1989; Deutsch, Fluckiger, and Silber 1994).

A segregation index can be expressed as
a measure Ic ρð Þ of inequality of the group ratio ρ
among members of the comparison group (with
Fc ρð Þ being the CDF; e.g. Silber 1989). We thus
may want S to verify equivalent properties to
those usually required for any inequality index Ic.
Therefore, the Lorenz curve that allows the produc-
tion of partial orderings of inequality income
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distributions based on a minimal set of value jud-
gements (scale invariance, population principle,
symmetry, and Pigou-Dalton transfer principle;
e.g. Foster 1985) has its correspondence in the
segregation curve, while inequality indices can be
used as segregation measures (e.g. James and
Taeuber 1985; Hutchens 1991, 2001, 2004; Lasso
de la Vega and Volij 2014; Volij 2016).

The segregation curve

The segregation curve Fr pð Þ; p 2 0; 1½ � is the con-
tinuous piecewise function that connects, with lin-
ear segments, the cumulative proportions of
workers for the comparison (Fcj ) and reference

(Frj ) groups across occupations (ordered by the

gender ratio ρj). Thus, Fr pð Þ ¼ Frj þ
p�Fcj
f cjþ1

f rjþ1 if

Fcj � p< Fcjþ1, for j ¼ 0; . . . J � 1, Fi0 ¼ 0, and

Fr 1ð Þ ¼ 1. It is just a (first-order) interdistribu-
tional Lorenz or discrimination curve in the inter-
distributional inequality framework (Butler and
McDonald 1987; Le Breton, Michelangeli, and
Peluso 2012). The segregation curve is non-
decreasing and convex (with slopes f rj =f

c
j ), and

takes values between the 45° line (no segregation)
and the abscissa (in the case of full segregation,
switching to 1 at p ¼ 1).

A distribution given by ðf c; f r) dominates (has
less segregation than) another one ðf c0 ; f r0) if its
segregation curve lies at no point below and at
some point above the other: Fr pð Þ � Fr

0
pð Þ "

p 2 0; 1½ �, with strict inequality holding for some
p. Whenever they intersect, we need measures con-
sistent with the segregation curve to rank distribu-
tions, although these rankings may differ
depending on the degree of sensitivity of the
index to different points of the distribution.

Dissimilarity and gini segregation indices

Among the many possible segregation indices, we
focus here on the two that have a straight geome-
trical interpretation in terms of the segregation
curve: the Dissimilarity and Gini indices, first
introduced in segregation analysis by Jahn,
Schmid, and Schrag (1947) and later popularized
by Duncan and Duncan (1955).

The Dissimilarity index, D, (relative mean devia-
tion or Pietra index of inequality) is half the sum of
discrepancies in population shares by the group

across occupations, D f c; f rð Þ ¼ 1
2

PJ
j¼1 f cj � f rj

���
���.

In geometrical terms, it is the maximum vertical
distance between the diagonal and the segregation
curve or, alternatively, twice the area of the largest
triangle that can be inserted between the diagonal
and the segregation curve:

D f c; f rð Þ ¼ max
j2 1;J½ �

Fcj � Frj
n o

(1)

It is, thus, the difference in the cumulative proportion
of both groups in the set of occupations in which one
group is over-represented (e.g. Hornseth 1947):

D f c; f rð Þ ¼ Fcq � Frq, where q ¼ max
j2 1;J½ �

j j f cj � f rj
n o

is the critical occupation so that the comparison
group is over-represented below and under-
represented above. Therefore, it is interpretated as
the proportion of workers of each group that should
change occupation to achieve full integration (moving
from those inwhich their group is over-represented to
those in which it is under-represented).

The Gini index corresponds to the homonym
inequality index that, among many other expres-
sions, can be computed as the area between the
segregation curve and the diagonal, i.e. the
weighted sum of the vertical distances computed
at the midpoints between adjacent occupations
(F̂cj � F̂rj ) divided by its maximum value ( 12 ):

Gini f c; f rð Þ ¼ 2
XJ

j¼1
F̂c
j � F̂rj

� �
f cj ¼ 1� 2

XJ

j¼1
F̂rj f

c
j

(2)

where F̂ij ¼ 1
2 Fij�1 þ Fij
� �

with mean equal to 1
2 is

used instead of Fij for consistency between the

different formulations of Gini (Lerman and
Yitzhaki 1989). Gini can also be written in terms
of the covariance between the relative gender ratio
and F̂cj (Lerman and Yitzhaki 1984):

Gini f c; f rð Þ ¼ 2
Nr=Nc

cov ρ; F̂
c

� �
¼ 2

XJ

j¼1
f rj � f cj

� �
F̂c
j

¼ 2
XJ

j¼1
f rj F̂

c
j � 1

(3)
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It is quite useful to understand the relationship
between these two indices. D is the Gini between
male and female-dominated occupations (above
and below q) and is insensitive to disequalizing
movements within occupations dominated by one
gender. D verifies a weak version of the property
instead (segregation does not decline after the dis-
equalizing movement), and it will never rank two
distributions in the reversed order in the case of
dominance. Gini considers segregation between as
well as within these two sets of occupations, rank-
ing distributions consistently with non-intersecting
segregation curves. Both indices take values
between 0 (no segregation) and 1 (full segregation),
and segregation does not change after exchanging
the comparison and the reference groups.

III. Occupational stratification: segregation into
low-paying occupations

Previous approaches

The importance of considering the information
about the quality (e.g. average pay) of occupations
held by each group in segregation has been present
in several ways in the literature before, and has
been given different names, such as stratification,
or ordinal, vertical, or status-sensitive segregation.

Some approaches are based on statistical measures
of association. For example, Semyonov and Jones
(1999) used Lieberson’s (1976) index of net difference
to distinguish between gender occupational segrega-
tion and gender occupational inequality. They argued
that conventional indices of segregation do not take
into account the unequal representation in a hier-
archical occupational system. However, the index of
net differences is a measure of ordinal inequality that
provides an estimate of the probability that a man
would, on average, be ranked at a higher (or lower)
rank category than a woman. In a similar approach,
Blackburn and Jarman (1997) decomposed the Gini
index of (overall) segregation into two orthogonal
components in the Euclidean space. On the one
hand, vertical segregation refers to the idea of
inequality or social advantage and is measured
using Somers (1962) D index of statistical association,
with occupations ordered by the vertical dimension
(wage). These authors noted that Lieberson’s index
was a version of Somers’ D (e.g. Blackburn and

Jarman 2006). Horizontal segregation, on the other
hand, refers to the extent to which men and women
are in different occupations without this giving an
occupational advantage to either gender, and is
obtained indirectly using the Euclidean norm. This
approach has been used in several empirical studies
(e.g. Bettio and Verashchagina 2009; Blackburn,
Racko, and Jarman 2009).

Another line of research has proposed augmen-
ted indices of segregation that penalize by the
concentration of one group into low-status occu-
pations, such as Hutchens (2009, 2012). The latter
characterized a generalization of the squared root
index within a more general class of indices verify-
ing a set of properties, and proposed a related
dominance criterion. Similarly, Del Río and
Alonso-Villar (2012) extended their measures of
local segregation (Alonso-Villar and Del Río
2010) in the multigroup context. Reardon (2009)
used measures of ordinal segregation that can be
interpreted either as relative ordinal variation (a
measure of the difference in the ordinal variation
of the population and the average ordinal variation
within each unordered category) or as a weighted
average of the binary segregation between those
above and below each threshold of the ordered
variable. On the other hand, Del Río and Alonso-
Villar (2015) and Alonso-Villar and Del Río (2017)
have proposed direct measures of the monetary or
wellbeing losses associated with each group’s seg-
regation in the multigroup context.

In a different approach, Gradín (2013) studied
the extent to which an ethnic minority is segregated
into low-paying occupations by comparing the
proportions of the minority and the reference
group below any possible threshold defining low
earnings. This implies the use of first-order sto-
chastic dominance (FOSD) of the employment dis-
tributions of both groups ordered by (median)
earnings of occupations. In the next section, we
extend this partial ordering approach by proposing
the use of the concentration curve, a variant of the
segregation curve, to test for FOSD. We also pro-
pose to obtain a complete ordering by deriving
concentration indices consistent with this
approach. In this way, segregation and segregation
into low-paying occupations can be jointly ana-
lysed in an integrated framework which is strongly
consistent with the inequality literature.
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The concept of low-pay segregation (or
stratification)

Let w be an ordinal or cardinal measure of the
quality of occupations in one or several dimen-
sions, such as pay, prestige, skills, etc., with wj

being its realization for occupation j. In the empiri-
cal application, w will be workers’ average earnings
by occupation. All the relevant information is given
by relative frequencies gi (with cdf Gi wð Þ), a per-
mutation of f i in which occupations have been re-
ranked in increasing values of w.

Based on Gradín (2013), we consider that there is
segregation of the comparison group (i.e. women)
into low-paying occupations (low-pay segregation,
for short) if we find a larger proportion of workers
from group c below any threshold z defining low
pay:Gc zð Þ � Gr zð Þ; "z 2 0;�z½ � (with strict inequal-
ity holding for some z), where �z defines the range of
reasonable thresholds (possibly, the maximum aver-
age earnings). In the same spirit, we can define the
situation in which c is segregated into high-paying
occupations, and that in which the distribution of
employment is pay-neutral, by simply replacing �
in the previous definition with � and ¼ respec-
tively. Whenever one group is segregated into low-
paying occupations, we can say that occupations are
stratified by gender. Let us consider an example in
order to understand these definitions, and then dis-
cuss some interesting implications of this approach.

If low-pay segregation holds over the entire
range of w, this implies FOSD (e.g. Bishop,
Zeager, and Zheng 2011). If we interpret gi as
a lottery for workers of group i entering the labour
market, in welfare terms, all workers would always
prefer to be of the type r, regardless of their risk
aversion, the provided utility is non-decreasing in
w. Following previous results from poverty analysis
(Foster and Shorrocks 1988), FOSD also implies
that group c would exhibit higher low-pay segrega-
tion than r for any head-count index that measures
the proportion of each group below a threshold.
And this is true for any possible threshold. If w is
cardinal, FOSD implies the dominance of higher-
order and, thus, the same would hold for any other
index that weighted each worker in a low-paying
occupation by a function of the deficit to the
threshold, in line with the Foster, Greer, and
Thorbecke (1984) index of poverty. Indices of the

Foster-Greer-Thorbecke (FGT) family would be, in
our context, Sα z; ið Þ ¼ P

jjwj < z
z�wj

z

� �α
gij , α � 0,

z � �z; i ¼ c; r. If low-pay segregation holds only
below a certain threshold, we have restricted FOSD
instead.

The low-pay segregation (or concentration) curve

FOSD can be tested using the concentration curve.
This is a generalization of the notion of the Lorenz
(or segregation) curve in which the variable that is
accumulated in the abscissa is not necessarily sorted
by the variable accumulated in the ordinate. The
concentration curve Gr pð Þ; p 2 0; 1½ � is the contin-
uous piecewise function that connects the cumula-
tive proportions of workers for the comparison (Gc

j )

and reference (Gr
j ) groups across occupations

(indexed by w instead of by gender ratio ρ). The
properties of the concentration curve are well-
known (e.g. Kakwani 1980; Lambert 2002): it is non-
decreasing, but not necessarily convex, and may fall
above the diagonal. It has been used in other fields in
economics, such as to measure horizontal inequality
of taxes – accumulating post-tax income using pre-
tax rankings (e.g. Atkinson 1980; Plotnick 1981).
Other examples are the study of socioeconomic
inequalities of a population ranked by income or
wealth in relation to access to health (illness) (e.g.
Wagstaff, van Doorslaer, and Paci 1989), or to edu-
cation (e.g. Antoninis, Delprato, and Benavot 2016).
In the context of residential segregation, it has been
proposed for analysing racial clustering among adja-
cent neighbourhoods (Dawkins 2004).

Based on the previous definitions, low-pay seg-
regation holds for any threshold if and only if the
concentration curve always falls below the diago-
nal: Gr

j � Gc
j "j $ Gr pð Þ � p;"p. Similarly, the

curve falls above the diagonal with high-pay segre-
gation, and overlaps with it if employment distri-
butions are pay-neutral. The concentration curve is
bounded from below by the segregation curve and
from above by its mirror image above the diagonal:
Fr pð Þ � Gr pð Þ � 1� Fr 1� pð Þ. These represent
the extreme situations in which earnings (w) and
the gender ratio (ρ) produce the same and the
inverted ranking of occupations, respectively.

For these reasons, we propose the concentration
curve of the re-ranked distributions Gi as a basic
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tool to analyse low-pay segregation. We can obtain
a partial ordering of different distributions if their
corresponding concentration curves do not over-
lap, with those falling below indicating higher low-
pay segregation. If they intersect, however, we need
to use indices to quantify the phenomenon and
obtain a complete ordering.

Indices of low-pay segregation: gini and
dissimilarity concentration indices

It seems natural in this framework to consider the
Gini and Dissimilarity concentration indices that
can be derived from the concentration curve as
candidates to measure low-pay segregation, as they
will be sensitive to the magnitude of the re-ranking
of occupations. These concentration indices can be
defined by rewriting the corresponding segregation
indices in (1) and (2) with occupations indexed by
earnings – that is, by replacing f i with gi.

The Gini concentration index measures twice the
area between the diagonal and the concentration
curve (summing the area below the diagonal and
subtracting the area above). This is also the Somers
(1962) D index of statistical association used as
a measure of vertical segregation (Blackburn,
Jarman, and Siltanen 1994; Blackburn and Jarman
1997) or the net index of difference used as
a measure of occupational inequality (Semyonov
and Jones 1999), for which we thus provide an
alternative rationalization within our framework:

Gini gc; grð Þ ¼ 2
XJ

j¼1
Ĝc
j � Ĝr

j

� �
gcj (4)

The positive (negative) vertical distance Gc
j � Gr

j
between the diagonal and the concentration curve
represents the proportion of workers of any group
that should change occupation to eliminate women’s
low-pay (high-pay) segregation for threshold
z ¼ wj. The Gini concentration index is just the
weighted average of these distances. We define the
Dissimilarity concentration index D gc; grð Þ, instead,
to be the largest of those distances in absolute terms
(while keeping the sign). That is, if s is chosen so that

Gc
s � Gr

s

�� �� ¼ max
j2 1;J½ �

Gc
j � Gr

j

���
���

n o
, then:

D gc; grð Þ ¼ Gc
s � Gr

s (5)

D gc; grð Þ is in the spirit of Pfähler’s (1983) ‘max-
imum proportionalization percentage’ index com-
puted for the concentration curve of taxes with
respect to income. If the sign of D gc; grð Þ is positive,
the index indicates the maximum proportion of
women that should move to a higher-paying occu-
pation in order to remove their low-pay segregation
for any possible threshold z. If the index is negative,
it indicates instead the proportion of women that
should move to a lower-paying occupation to
remove their high-pay segregation. A variation of
this index would be KM gc; grð Þ ¼ Nr

N
Nr

N D gc; grð Þ,
corresponding to Karmel and MacLachlan (1988)
index of segregation.

These indices should be used combined with the
concentration curve, as this may cross the diagonal
when one group is segregated into both low- and
high-paying occupations. This generates positive
and negative values for Gc

j � Gr
j , affecting the inter-

pretation of the indices. A low value of Gini is
compatible with large negative and positive areas
cancelling each other out; and a small variation in
the distribution may change the sign of D. In these
cases, one may want to compute the indices sepa-
rately for different values of w, or analyse the extent
of bipolarization in the employment distribution.

Regarding their properties, both indices area
bounded from above by the level of segregation,
and from below by its negative magnitude (indicat-
ing high-pay segregation instead), with 0 represent-
ing a pay-neutral employment distribution. The
absolute magnitude of the index gives a measure of
the degree of stratification of occupations by gender.
When there is full segregation, the index is either 1
(low-pay) or −1 (high-pay). Furthermore, the mag-
nitude of stratification (the index in absolute value)
does not change after exchanging the comparison
and reference groups. The sign, however, changes
because low-pay segregation of one group necessa-
rily implies high-pay segregation of the other.
However, while Gini gc; grð Þ will rank distributions
consistently with non-intersecting concentration
curves, this is not the case of D gc; grð Þ.

It is also interesting to analyse the relationship
between segregation and concentration. For each
concentration index S gc; grð Þ, we may also define
a concentration ratio rS as the proportion of segre-
gation of group c that is low-pay (or high-pay if the
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sign is negative), by normalizing it by its maximum
value, S f c; f rð Þ:.

rS ¼ S gc; grð Þ
S f c; f rð Þ ; where� 1 � rS � 1; S

¼ Gini;D;KM (6)

In particular, rD ¼ rKM, and from the Gini covar-
iance formulation we also know that
rGini ¼ Γc ρ;wð Þ, the Gini correlation coefficient
between the gender ratio (ρ) and average earnings
(w) of occupations, computed among members of
the group c. This correlation index is based on the
Gini covariance, which relates a cardinal variable to
the rank of another (a mixture of Pearson’s and
Spearman’s correlations (Schechtman and Yitzhaki
1987, 1999; Yitzhaki and Olkin 1991). Thus, we
measure the extent to which segregation of occupa-
tions implies stratification based on the correlation
between the gender ratio of occupations and their
earnings rank.

These indices and ratios are somehow related to
others proposed in the related literature. Plotnick
(1981), in line with Atkinson (1980), constructed
a measure of horizontal inequity by normalizing
the area between the concentration (ranked by pre-
tax income) and Lorenz curves of post-tax income
(A ¼ 1

2 Gini f c; f rð Þ � Gini gc; grð Þð Þ) by its maxi-
mum value: 0 � A

Gini f c;f rð Þ ¼ 1�rGini
2 � 1. Aronson,

Johnson, and Lambert (1994) regarded twice this
area as the re-ranking component of the decom-
position of the redistributive effect of taxes (the
difference between Gini in the pre- and post-tax
income distributions); the other two components
are vertical and horizontal redistribution. The spa-
tial Gini index of segregation provides the degree to
which of spatial segregation follows a specific spa-
tial pattern or not (Dawkins 2004).

IV. Data

The empirical analysis is based on microdata sam-
ples extracted from censuses conducted by the US
Census Bureau between 1960 and 2000, represent-
ing 5% of the country’s population (except in 1970,
where the sample is 1% of the population), and
from the annual American Community Survey
(ACS) conducted between 2001 and 2014 (about
0.4% of each year’s population in 2001–2004, 1%

thereafter). We used the Integrated Public Use
Microdata Series (IPUMS-USA) harmonized by
the Minnesota Population Centre (Ruggles et al.
2015). Our sample consists of all workers employed
during the reference week.

We analyse the distribution of employment by
gender using the IPUMS-USA modified version of
the 2010 Census Bureau occupational classification
scheme (a total of 453 categories after excluding
armed forces), which offers a consistent classifica-
tion of occupations over the 1960–2014 period.
Earned income includes wage and self-employment
income (from businesses and farms) calculated from
midpoints of intervals before 1990, exact amounts in
1990, and rounded amounts ever since, with capped
top incomes in all cases.

In the analysis of conditional segregation in 2014,
we use a detailed set of workers’ characteristics that
might influence their occupation (see summary in
Tables A1 and A2, Appendix). Attained education is
the most important. We use 24 census categories,
from no schooling completed to a doctorate degree.
For those with college education, we distinguished
the field of degree in a detailed format (169 cate-
gories). Among the other factors, location includes
metropolitan statistical area, with one category for
non-metropolitan areas. Demographic variables
include marital status, age interval, number of chil-
dren in the household (under and above the age of
five), detailed race and ethnicity, and migration pro-
file (place of birth, change of residence, years of
residence in the US, citizenship, and English-
speaking proficiency). We also use a more restricted
set of information common across samples, for the
sake of comparability over time, omitting the field of
a college degree, English-speaking proficiency, and
migration status. For 1960, we replaced the years of
residence in the US with a change of residence dur-
ing the previous 5 years. Hispanic origin was
imputed by IPUMS before 1980. In the analysis of
trends over time, we also omitted location.

V. Gender segregation and stratification of
occupations

Unconditional segregation and low-pay segregation

It is a fact well established in the literature that
occupational segregation of women in the US has
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shown a long-term decline, followed by stagnation
in recent years (e.g. Beller 1985; Blau, Simpson, and
Anderson 1998; Cotter, Hermsen, and Vanneman
2004; Blau, Brummund, and Liu 2013; Mandel and
Semyonov 2014). Figure 1(a,b) show that segrega-
tion was reduced between 1960 and 2014 by around
20% (18% with Gini; 23% with D), with the highest
intensity in the 1970–1990 period but with little
progress since. The US labour market thus remains
highly segregated by gender – Gini ¼ 0:660 in
2014 – with three quarters of this being segregation

between occupations dominated by each gender
(D ¼ 0:495, the most common measure).

The labour market was also highly stratified by
gender in 1960, with women predominantly work-
ing in low-paying occupations, which is also con-
sistent with the well-known historical role of
segregation in explaining the pay gap (e.g.
Treiman and Hartmann 1981; Gunderson 1989;
Bayard et al. 2003). This low-pay segregation of
women increased during the 1960s (by 9% with
Gini, 13% with D), followed by a sharp reduction
since 1970 (67% and 69%). This reduction was
more intense during the 1980s and the 2000s, and
slowed down only after 2010. In 2014 the values
were Gini ¼ 0:174 and D ¼ 0:145. Thus, the
decline in stratification started later than in segre-
gation, was much more intense, and continued
when the latter stagnated after 1990 for reasons
that will become clear later. Not surprisingly, the
upgrading of occupations held by women in the US
has substantially decreased the relevance of segre-
gation in explaining the pay gap, contributing to its
decline since 1970 (e.g. Blau and Kahn 2000).
Goldin (2014) has recently noted that if the pay
gap persists, this is because most of the current
earnings gap comes from differences in earnings
within occupations.

The concentration ratios, measuring the propor-
tion of segregation that involves stratification by
gender, declined from their peak in 1970 (67% with
Gini; 72% withD) to their lowest levels in the 2010s
(26% and 29%), providing a quantification of the
outstanding change in the nature of women’s seg-
regation, regardless of its level.

From the interpretation of the Dissimilarity
indices, we know that it would be necessary to
move 49.5% of women from their current female-
dominated occupations to those which are predo-
minantly male-dominated in order to eliminate
segregation by gender. To at least remove their
low-pay segregation (for any possible threshold),
we would need to move one in seven women to
relatively higher-paying occupations (14.5%, that
is, 29% of 49.5%).

The concentration (or low-pay segregation)
curves entirely falling below the diagonal in 1970
and 2014 in Figure 2 (implying FOSD) indicate that
women were unambiguously concentrated into
low-paying occupations in both years. This is the

a: Dissimilarity

b: Gini
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Figure 1. Women’s (low-pay) segregation in the US.
Source: Own construction based on microdata from Census and ACS (IPUMS-
USA).
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case regardless of the threshold used to define low-
pay (and regardless of the FGT index used to
aggregate the earnings gaps of women across occu-
pations for each of those thresholds). The reduc-
tions in both segregation and stratification of
occupations by gender over time are robust to
other indices consistent with the segregation and
concentration curves, because the corresponding
curves for the latest year dominate those of the
earliest.

Explaining (low-pay) segregation levels

To identify the determinants of (low-pay) segrega-
tion, we follow Gradín’s (2013) propensity score
semi-parametric technique (adapting DiNardo,
Fortin, and Lemieux 1996), which is explained in
detail in the Appendix. Based on the set of character-
istics described above, we reweight the female sample
f c in 2014 to obtain a counterfactual distribution f γ,
indicating the proportion of women across occupa-
tions that we would expect to observe if they had the
same marginal distribution of characteristics as men,
but kept their own conditional occupational distribu-
tion. That is, we measure segregation in a hypotheti-
cal situation with the same proportion of women and
men by workers’ type (e.g. unmarried, black, native-
born, aged 25–34, holding a degree in Economics,

from the New York area), but with the original dis-
tribution by occupation for each type and gender.
Due to the difficulties in obtaining these reweighting
factors non-parametrically, we use for this a logit
regression of the probability of being male on work-
ers’ characteristics.

By adding and subtracting segregation in the coun-
terfactual, we decompose unconditional segregation
into its explained and unexplained components:

S f c; f rð Þ ¼ SE fð Þ þ SU fð Þ (7)

The first component (explained segregation) gives
us the compositional effect – how much segrega-
tion goes away after equalizing workers’ character-
istics by gender, while keeping their own
conditional occupational distributions (replacing
the original female sample with its counterfactual):

SE fð Þ ¼ S f c; f rð Þ � S f γ; f rð Þ (8)

The individual contribution of each set of character-
istics is later obtained using a Shapley decomposition
that overcomes the path dependency problem when
the contribution of each factor is obtained sequen-
tially (constructing reweighting factors from the logit
regression after switching the coefficients of each
factor from 0 to their estimated values).
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Figure 2. Segregation (SC) and low-pay segregation (CC) curves by gender in the US.
Source: Own construction based on microdata from Census and ACS (IPUMS-USA).
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The second component is conditional or unex-
plained segregation and indicates how much seg-
regation is left when workers of each gender are
compared with the same distribution of character-
istics, but differ in their conditional occupational
distributions:

SU fð Þ ¼ S f γ; f rð Þ (9)

The same procedure is applied to low-pay segrega-
tion. Results are shown in Table 1.

Occupational gender segregation in 2014 was
mostly the consequence of men and women of
similar characteristics working in different occupa-
tions. Only 10% or less of segregation vanishes after
giving women men’s distribution of characteristics:
7% with Gini (from 0.660 to 0.614), 10% with D
(from 0.495 to 0.444). This small explained or
compositional effect is almost entirely driven by
gender differences in education (explaining 6%
with Gini and 9% with D), the main determinant
that affects the set of occupations available to work-
ers of each gender. Women are more likely to be
college graduates than men, and have different
fields of degree (they are strongly over-
represented in health and education services and
under-represented in engineering and business).
Field of degree is the main contributor to gender

segregation: when it is omitted in the estimation,
the contribution of education to segregation is only
around 1–2% with both indices. Compared with
men, female workers are also less likely to be white,
Mexican, or recent immigrants, and to have chil-
dren under the age of five (but are more likely to
have them above that age). However, the contribu-
tion of location and demographic characteristics in
explaining segregation is almost negligible.

Gender differences in observable characteristics
altogether do not explain why women are segre-
gated into low-paying occupations in 2014 either.
The overall explained effect is, in fact, negative
(given their characteristics, women should work in
higher-paying occupations). These explained effects
(−1.2% with Gini, −14% with D) are, however, the
net result of larger counterbalancing forces. On the
one hand, women’s educational mix largely reduces
their segregation into low-paying jobs (−15% and
−26%). This is due to the higher proportion of
women with a college degree, although it is curbed
by their lower rate of doctorates and higher specia-
lization into disciplines with lower average earn-
ings. Indeed, the (negative) impact of education
would be larger in this case (−31–32%) had we
omitted the field of degree. Women’s lower immi-
gration rates also reduce (−3%) their low-pay seg-
regation. On the other hand, demographic

Table 1. Decomposition of (low-pay) occupational segregation of women by characteristics, 2014.
Segregation Low-pay segregation

Gini % D % Gini % D %

Observed 0.6604 100 0.4947 100 0.1737 100 0.1448 100
(0.0009) (0.0009) (0.0012) (0.0010)

Unexplained 0.6136 92.9 0.4442 89.8 0.1757 101.2 0.1652 114.1
(0.0010) (0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0010)

Explained 0.0468 7.1 0.0505 10.2 −0.0020 −1.2 −0.0204 −14.1
(0.0005) (0.0006) (0.0009) (0.0007)

Location −0.0001 0.0 −0.0002 0.0 −0.0011 −0.7 −0.0007 −0.5
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0001)

Marital status 0.0003 0.0 0.0005 0.1 0.0127 7.3 0.0086 6.0
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0004) (0.0003)

No. of children 0.0007 0.1 −0.0005 −0.1 −0.0009 −0.5 −0.0011 −0.8
(0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)

Age 0.0023 0.4 0.0034 0.7 0.0161 9.3 0.0120 8.3
(0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0005) (0.0003)

Race −0.0002 0.0 −0.0004 −0.1 0.0021 1.2 0.0017 1.2
(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0003) (0.0002)

Hispanic ethnicity 0.0001 0.0 0.0001 0.0 0.0005 0.3 0.0004 0.3
(0.0000) (0.0000) (0.0005) (0.0004)

Migration profile 0.0012 0.2 0.0014 0.3 −0.0052 −3.0 −0.0039 −2.7
(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0005) (0.0004)

Education 0.0425 6.4 0.0462 9.3 −0.0262 −15.1 −0.0374 −25.8
(0.0004) (0.0005) (0.0010) (0.0007)

Notes: Counterfactual: women’s 2014 distribution reweighted to reproduce men’s 2014 characteristics. In parentheses, bootstrap standard errors over the entire
process (200 replications). See Section 4 and Appendix for details about the variables used in each category.

Source: Own construction based on ACS 2014 (IPUMS-USA).
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differences in age and marital status are also rele-
vant. Segregation into low-paying occupations can
be explained, to some extent, by women’s under-
representation among 25–44-year-old workers and
among those above 65 years old (9% and 8%), and
over-representation among unmarried workers (7%
and 6%).

The alternative counterfactual, in which we
reweight the male sample to reproduce women’s
characteristics, produces qualitatively similar
results (Table A3, Appendix).

There has been a profound change in the dis-
tribution of workers’ characteristics by gender over
time, the combined result of the upgrading of the
education of women relative to men, increasing
female labour market participation, and trends
affecting fertility, marriage, or immigration,
among other things. However, these characteris-
tics, evaluated with contemporary conditional
occupational distributions, do not explain much
of the segregation or low-pay segregation in pre-
vious years, either (Table A4, Appendix).

Explaining trends in (low-pay) segregation

Characteristics by gender play a more significant role
when it comes to explaining segregation and stratifi-
cation trends, especially when the change in charac-
teristics is valued using men’s and women’s current
conditional occupational distributions (Table 2).

If f it is the unconditional occupational distribution
of group i in a year t, the counterfactual is now f iλ,
which gives each gender in 2014 its distribution of
characteristics in 1960, while keeping its own condi-
tional occupational distribution. By adding and sub-
tracting segregation in the counterfactual, the change
in segregation over time is thus decomposed into the
corresponding explained and unexplained changes:

ΔS fð Þ ¼ ΔSE fð Þ þ ΔSU fð Þ
ΔSE fð Þ ¼ S f c2014; f r2014

� �� S f cλ; f rλ
� �

ΔSU fð Þ ¼ S f cλ; f rλ
� �

� S f c1960; f r1960
� �

(10)

The explained term now indicates how much of the
reduction in segregation over time can be
explained by the change in characteristics of work-

ers of each gender (valued using 2014 conditional
occupational distribution). The unexplained term
now indicates how much of the reduction can
instead be attributed to changes in their condi-
tional distributions (valued using 1960 marginal
distribution of characteristics). Note that, unlike
in the previous exercise, here men and women are
compared with their own distribution of character-
istics; the equalization is made over time for each
gender separately.

Our results show that 58% of the reduction in segre-
gation between 1960 and 2014 can be explained by the
change inworkers’ characteristics. The largest contribu-
tions come from changes in education (45%), followed
by those inmarital status (20%), race (8%), and number
of children (4%), partially offset by the negative con-
tributions of changes in age (−12%), ethnicity, and
migration (about −3% each). The remaining 42% of
the reduction in segregation is the unexplained term –

Table 2. Decomposition of (low-pay) occupational segregation
trends; Gini index, 1960/70–2014. Difference between (low-pay)
segregation in final and initial years.

Segregation
1960–2014 %

Low-pay segre-
gation

1970–2014 %

Change −0.149 100 −0.358 100
(0.001) (0.002)

Explained by
Earnings
structure

- −0.126 35.1

(0.001)
Unexplained −0.062 41.9 −0.067 18.7

(0.001) (0.004)
Explained by

characteristics
−0.087 58.1 −0.165 46.2

(0.003) (0.004)
Marital

status
−0.029 19.7 −0.046 13.0

(0.000) (0.002)
Children −0.006 3.9 −0.018 5.0

(0.000) (0.001)
Age 0.018 −12.4 0.016 −4.4

(0.000) (0.001)
Race −0.012 8.2 −0.006 1.6

(0.000) (0.001)
Hispanic 0.005 −3.2 −0.006 1.6

(0.000) (0.001)
Migration 0.004 −2.6 −0.009 2.5

(0.000) (0.001)
Education −0.066 44.5 −0.096 26.9

(0.000) (0.003)

Notes: Unexplained effect evaluated using initial characteristics; explained
effect evaluated using the final conditional occupational distribution. In low-
pay segregation, earnings structure uses 2010 ranking of occupations by
earnings, also used to estimate explained and unexplained effects. In
parentheses, bootstrap standard errors over the entire process (200 replica-
tions). See Section 4 and ix for details about the variables used in each
category.

Source: Own construction based on Census and ACS (IPUMS-USA).
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that is, it results from changes in the conditional occu-
pational distributions of men and women over time.

In the case of low-pay segregation, there is
a third factor to consider: the change in the ranking
of occupations by average earnings over time. The
decomposition is thus done in two steps: we first
change the ranking of occupations in 1970 and
2014 to a common one (for convenience, we use
2010 earnings), while keeping the contemporary
marginal distribution of characteristics and condi-
tional occupational distributions. We label this dis-
tribution by h ¼ hc; hr. The change in low-pay
segregation, ΔSw, is then attributed to changes in
the earnings structure. In a second stage, using this
2010 earnings structure, we measure the compo-
nents explained ΔSE and unexplained by character-
istics ΔSU over distribution h, as we did in the case
of segregation (reweighting the 2014 sample to
reproduce 1970 characteristics):

ΔS gð Þ¼ ΔSw g; hð ÞþΔSE hð ÞþΔSU hð Þ (11)

We estimate that about 35% of the reduction in
low-pay segregation between 1970 and 2014 is due
to the change in the ranking of occupations by
average earnings (favouring those held by
women). Another 46% of the overall reduction in
low-pay segregation can be explained by changes in
characteristics. The most important of them was
education (27%), with smaller contributions from
marital status (13%) and the other characteristics.
Consequently, the unexplained term, associated
with changes in conditional occupational distribu-
tions, accounts for 19% of the reduction.

The choice of the reference year, however,
turned out to be crucial in explaining these trends,
as a natural result of the important structural
changes in both characteristics and conditional
employment distributions. Table A5 (Appendix)
shows that if we use the alternative counterfactual
with 2014 characteristics and initial year’s condi-
tional occupational distribution, characteristics
explain 20% and 36% of the reduction in segrega-
tion and low-pay segregation, respectively, –
a smaller but still substantial proportion.

Figure 3a and b (also Table A6, Appendix, for
both indices) draw the trends in Gini (low-pay)
segregation, unconditional and using the 2014 con-
ditional occupational distribution or the 2014

marginal distribution of characteristics, respec-
tively (with the 2010 earnings structure in the
case of low-pay segregation). It becomes clear
(Ch2014 in Figure 3(a)) that the change in condi-
tional occupational distributions pushed segrega-
tion down only until 1990. The change in the
distribution of characteristics (CondOcc2014)
helped to reduce segregation before 1990, but con-
tinued to do so afterwards at a slower pace. The
persistence in the different conditional employ-
ment distributions by gender is thus responsible
for the stagnation of segregation in the last decades,
despite the positive effect of the continuing change
in women’s characteristics.

The trend in low-pay segregation estimated
using the 2010 earnings structure (E2010) in
Figure 3(b) uncovers the fact that changes in the
structure of earnings by occupation favoured male-
dominated occupations until 1980 and have
favoured female-dominated occupations ever
since. These changes in earnings thus entirely
explained the increase in low-pay segregation in
the 1960s, curbed its reduction during the next
decade, and entirely explained the reduction in
the 1990s.

The trend in low-pay segregation with the 2014
conditional occupational distribution (E2010–
Ch2014) reveals that the change in characteristics
has helped to reduce stratification since 1960 at
a nearly constant pace. The trend in low-pay seg-
regation with the 2014 distribution of characteris-
tics (E2010–Ch2014), shows that the change in the
conditional occupational distributions, on the con-
trary, only helped the reduction between 1970 and
1990, going in the opposite direction ever since.
Thus, the fact that stratification continued to be
reduced after 1990 was driven by changes in the
relative characteristics of women and men, and in
the earnings structure of occupations, with changes
in conditional employment distributions by gender
now operating in the opposite direction.

VI. Concluding remarks

We have discussed a natural extension of the con-
ventional framework used to measure segregation,
in line with other fields of welfare analysis, that
provides a more complete understanding of its
ordinal or vertical nature. Using this integrated
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framework, we have shown that in parallel to the
long-term reduction in segregation in the US dur-
ing the last decades there was a deeper change in
stratification that started later, in 1970, but lasted
longer. This trend is consistent with previous
results underlining the declining role of segrega-
tion in explaining the wage gap, with pay differen-
tials within occupations becoming more relevant
over time.

Occupational segregation by gender is still signif-
icant in the US, however, and women unambigu-
ously continue to be over-represented in low-paying
occupations. This has little or nothing to do with

differences in the characteristics of the genders. At
most, around 10% of women’s segregation can be
associated with a compositional effect that mostly
comes from differences in the field of college degree.
Furthermore, based on their attained education,
women should be over-represented in the best-
paying occupations (even after accounting for their
different fields of specialization). Most of the segre-
gation and all of the stratification found occurs
because women work in different and lower-paying
occupations compared with men of similar charac-
teristics, and this was not much different in the past.
The profound changes in the gender composition of

a: Segregation

b: Low-pay segregation
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Figure 3. (Low-pay) occupational segregation trends, Gini 1960–2014.
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the workforce by education or marital status after
1960, however, played an important role in explain-
ing the long-term trends in the level and nature of
segregation. Using the current conditional occupa-
tional distributions by gender, changes in character-
istics account for 58% of the reduction in
segregation and 46% of the much larger decline
in stratification. Another 35% of the decline in stra-
tification was the result of changes in average earn-
ings, after 1980, favouring occupations mostly held
by women. Finally, changes over time in the condi-
tional distributions of occupations by gender also
help to explain a significant proportion of the trends,
but only effectively before 1990, with no progress
since then in either segregation or stratification.

The approach presented here may be easily used
to analyse the extent to which other forms of seg-
regation (e.g. residential, educational, etc.) also
imply stratification of two (or more) population
groups defined by any given characteristic.
Combined with the decomposition approach, it
helps to disentangle the role of compositional
effects. However, as in most counterfactual ana-
lyses, we must assume here that there are no gen-
eral equilibrium effects and that there is no
selection of individuals based on unobservables
(e.g. Fortin, Lemieux, and Firpo 2011). This
approach thus provides a good complement to
the vast literature aimed at identifying the true
mechanisms by which segregation and stratifica-
tion operate (which can more easily deal with
those two well-known problems).
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